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Pasta Production Line produces; fresh, long-cut and short-cut dry pasta lines and 
delivers to customers ready to work. Also we provides and redesign customer-
based pasta machines for our clients to help them to set-up their plants.

TURNKEY PASTA PRODUCTION LINES
AND PASTA MACHINERY

pastaproductionline.com



Our full automatic and semi automatic long-cut pasta 

production lines produced for whole day and various type of 

production capacity in an hour like 300 kg/h, 500 kg/h, 750 

kg/h, 1000 kg/h, 1500 kg/h.

PRODUCTION LINES
LONG-CUT DRY PASTA PRODUCTION LINE

Complex automation system equipped pasta production line main purpose is provide high quality product with low 

investment price. Using latest and newest technology, we can build-up or redesign your facility's manufacture ability to 

reach high quality product.

FEATURES OF
LONG CUT PASTA PRODUCTION LINE

Pasta mold slot is manufactured with special Sfreit Grafit's technology.

304 quality stainless steel shaft with special wings is used on vacuum vessel.

304 quality stainless steel miles have special wings with double mixer on 
dough's vessel.

Easy mold changing with hydraulic piston.

Dough ways, surfaces and accessories are manufactured completely 304 
quality stainless steel.
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The aim of rubato protect to product shape.

Homogeneous disturbing is done with vibrio spreader on dryer’s entry.

The humidity sensitive is "±%5" on dryer unit.

The main chassis of dryer unit is manufactured with stainless steel and it can 
be designed completely stainless steel according to client requests.

All machine feet have private height adjustable on the line.
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The best performance observed with electric axial fans to provide balance 
of heat.

Heating system is on dryer unit with two parts (three-way valve, serpentine, 
heating pipes, circulation pomp’s and etc.)

Air conditioning system depends on shocking unit.

The rubber gasket, fiber glasses panels are used for high quality isolation 
to cover dryer.

The internal heating system is used with low carbon steel connections 
made up flange and welding.
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The motors are on IP 55 protection isolation level with 
electricity for control and safety devices.

For security purpose, stairs and railings are on press and 
dryer unit.

Controlling of all system with single PLC screen AKL

E.C electricity control panel with international standards.

All of system has automation with high tech.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF
LONG-CUT PASTA PRODUCTION LINES

SPREADING &DRYING

FINAL PROCESS
After all those stages, finally the rested and chilled long-cut pasta is subjected to the last cutting process. The 
pasta can be cut in the desired size with the vertical positioned blades. At the end of the line, length adjusted 
pasta subjected to the packaging process to stock up before distribution.

This is the last longitudinal and the first drying section of the journey of long-cut pasta production which has been 
shaped and lenght is adjusted. After the last shaping procedure the long-cut pasta sents to the drying units with a 
particular transfer system.

DOSING

After the dosing section, homogeniously mixed raw material sent to the dough vessel that is the first unite on the 

line to produce dough. Prepared mixture sent to the vacuum lock with private wings. The vacuum lock is produced 

from specially designed private Sferit Grafit technology. After this section the mixture reach to the vacuum vessel 

for absorving air bubbles on semolina and water by vacuum pomp to provide smooth surface and real yellow 

color on pasta. Prepared the final state of the dough sent to the main helix with the private wings. All of the 

vessels and vessel materials are made up 304 quality stainless steel with worldwide standards.

SHAPING PASTA
On main helix, the dough reaches rectagular molds to gain shape with specific pressure. These molds have high 
quality stainless surface and the molds eyes between 1.2mm to 1.6mm completely made by Teflon. Pasta molds 
can be changed automatically with hydrolic system. After this section the shaped pasta meet the shearing knife 
that is the blade section where the lenght of the pasta is set with horizontal moving chrome blades which have 
been shaped by special circular moduls inserts.

This section is the begining part of the journey of pasta production. The raw materials are sent here firstly and the 

water is entered mono pomp for dosing units accourding to automation system values to provide first mixture.

PREPARING DOUGH

PROCESS OF
LONG CUT PASTA PRODUCTION LINE



PRODUCTION LINES
SHORT-CUT DRY PASTA PRODUCTION LINE

Complex automation system equipped pasta production line 

main purpose is provide high quality product with low 

investment price. Using latest and newest technology, we can 

build-up or redesign your facility's manufacture ability to reach 

high quality product. Our full automatic and semi automatic 

short-cut pasta production lines produced for whole day and 

various type of production capacity in an hour like 300 kg/h, 500 

kg/h, 1000 kg/h, 2000 kg/h, 6000 kg/h.

FEATURES OF
SHORT CUT PASTA PRODUCTION LINE

Dough ways, surfaces and accessories are manufactured completely 304 quality 
stainless steel.

Easy mold changing with hydraulic piston.

304 quality stainless steel miles have special wings with double mixer on dough's 
vessel.

Pasta mold slot is manufactured with special Sfreit Grafit's technology.

304 quality stainless steel shaft with special wings is used on vacuum vessel.
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Homogeneous disturbing is done with vibro spreader on dryer's entry.

The main chassis of dryer unit is manufactured with stainless steel and it can 
be designed completely stainless steel according to client requests.

The aim of trabatto protect to product shape.

The humidity sensitive is " ±%0,5" on dryer unit.

All machine feet have private height adjustable on the line.

The rubber gasket, fiber glasses panels are used for high quality isolation to cover 
dryer.

Heating system is on dryer unit with two parts (three-way valve, serpentine, heating 
pipes, circulation pomps and etc.)

Air conditioning system depends on shocking unit.

The internal heating system is used with low carbon steel connections made up 
flange and welding.

The best performance observed with electric axial fans to provide balance of heat.

The motors are on IP 55 protection isolation level 
with electricity for control and safety devices.

All of system has automation with high tech.

E.C electricity control panel with international 
standards.

For security purpose, stairs and railings are on 
press and dryer unit.

Controlling of all system with single P.L.C. screen.



DIFFERENT TYPES OF
SHORT-CUT PASTA PRODUCTION LINES

PROCESS OF
LONG CUT PASTA PRODUCTION LINE

DOSING

PREPARING DOUGH

This section is the beginning part of the journey of pasta production. The raw materials are sent here firstly and the water is entered 
mono pomp for dosing units according to automation system values to provide first mixture.

After the dosing section, homogeneously mixed raw material sent to the dough vessel that is the first unite on the line to produce 
dough. Prepared mixture sent to the vacuum lock with private wings. The vacuum lock is produced from specially designed private 
Sferit Grafit technology. After this section the mixture reach to the vacuum vessel for absorbing air bubbles on semolina and water by 
vacuum pomp to provide smooth surface and real yellow color on pasta. Prepared the final state of the dough sent to the main helix 
with the private wings. All of the vessels and vessel materials are made up 304 quality stainless steel with worldwide standards.

After the dying section the pasta goes to the private vibration protected cooler to protect a possible sweating before resting. Its 
purpose is cool the hot pasta in a short time like 60 seconds from the shocking unit which has a single layer of aluminum and special 
air flow system. At the end of the line shaped, dried and cooled pasta finishes its journey in silo that it is the equipment where the 
pasta is kept to wait ready. Silo can be produced as large or small capacity according to customer’s request.

SHAPING PASTA
On main helix, the dough reaches circular molds to gain shape with specific pressure. These molds have high quality stainless surface 
and the molds eyes between 0.5mm to 1.1mm completely made by Teflon. Pasta molds can be changed automatically with hydrolic 
system. After this section the shaped pasta meet the shearing knife that is the blade section where the length of the pasta is set with 
circular moving chrome blades which have been shaped by special modules inserts. In addition to these equipment which can be 
adjusted by means of reducer by using special linear screw to different sections can be made with the devices connected.

The pasta has taken its shape from the shaping unit has finished its first production stage. In this stage, high temperature is given to 
pasta before pre-dryer section and private designed vibration is used for keep pasta’s shape and non-sticking together. This section of 
the production line is indispensable to preserve the shape of the pasta. After shaping the pasta to be moved from trabatto to spreader 
by “Z Type” elevator which has carrying changeable buckets according to capacities.

FINAL PROCESS

DRYING
After the trabatto section the pasta homogeneously enter the drying section by supported with special vibration structured spreader. 
Drying section consists of two parts and the difference between these two parts is that the floor distances and temperature,humidity 
rates. Dryer section can have different number of deck according to its capacity and drying consists of anadic oxidized aluminum 
bands to provide aluminum contact surfaces. Special air passage channels in these aluminum bands allow the hot air needed to dry 
the pasta to disperse the entire surface of pasta. These values vary according to the type of pasta produced. The requirements for 
protecting the pasta is provided automatically by the automation system.

TRABATTO



PRODUCTION LINES
FRESH PASTA PRODUCTION LINE

Fresh pasta production process will be completely easy 

and effective with our innovatively designed pasta 

production machines that we provide guarantee high 

quality and shelf-life with our pasteurization process. 

Pasta Production Line technology allows the production 

of fresh filled, fresh laminated, fresh extruded and 

regional typical pasta with a throughput up to 2.000 kg/h.

Our lines have been designed to produce fresh pasta with an adequate shelf-life while not opting for a drying treatment. All the machinery for the 
production of all types of fresh pasta are stainless steel and designed for a optimal sanitation.

Our fresh pasta production lines can be adjusted for the usage of normal flours, gluten-free flours or special flours varying the existing machinery 
with particular systems suited to work the requested flour.

FEATURES OF
FRESH PASTA PRODUCTION LINE

PROPORTIES

DOUGH MIXING UNITS are able to dose and mix semolina, flour, water, eggs and other ingredients for dough preparation.

LOADING SHUTTLES with laser control for multiple-location forming.

PRESSES from dosing and mixing the raw materials used, the extrusion of the dough is obtained with any type of flour 

(with gluten or gluten-free, raw flour, treated, etc.), with or without vacuum.

CALIBRATORS AND CUTTERS which allow longitudinal and/or transverse cut of the sheet and the calibration of the 

sought sheet thickness. It is possible to automatically control the thickness.

GAS OR STEAM PASTEURIZERS the treatment is essential to extent shelf-life of products by reducing the concentration 

of bacteria. Gas pasteurizers allow energy saving of 60% compared to traditional ones.

PRE-DRYER – COOLERS ( BESIDES COMBINED) guarantee maximum shelf-life and an efficient cleaning.

STERILIZERS and post-packing treatment lines with spirals, which aim to heat treating the product in order to increase 

its duration more then 90 days and reach substantial productions.



MACHINERY
MAIN PASTA MACHINES

Pasta machine is the most important line part of the 

producing pasta. You can find here various types of 

pasta machines like extruder type, ravioli, sheeter 

type and many other different special shaped 

producing pasta machines.

EXTRUDER TYPE 
PASTA MACHINES

RAVIOLI
MACHINES

SHEETER TYPE 
PASTA MACHINES

SPECIAL
PASTA MACHINES



Pasta production lines must have various types of 

line equipment's like dosers, machine dies, dough 

sheeters and many others. Here you can find all kind 

of line equipment's that Pasta Production Line can 

produce and help to build your plants.

COOKERS &
COOLERS

DOSERSDOUGH MIXERSDOUGH
SHEETERS

DRYING ROOMSMACHINE DIESPACKING MACHINESPASTEURIZATION
MACHINES

PRESSESSCRAP RECOVERY
SYSTEM

SHAPING UNITSSPREADERS

MACHINERY
LINE AQUIPMENTS



Address

Sahil Mah. Liman Cd. No:132
Basiskele KOCAELI / TURKEY

Tel.

+90 262 343 22 90
+90 535 926 30 67

Web/Mail

www.pastaproductionline.com
info@pastaproductionline.com
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